
Level Five 

 

Both Level Five Test A and Level Five Test B contain 62 questions. Each time you attempt the tests 30 

questions are selected randomly. Here below you will find the answers to a selection of 25 of those 

questions from Test A together with, when possible, an explanation of the incorrect answers. Use this 

knowledge when making ulterior attempts at tests A and B. Sometimes, however, an answer is wrong 

because of its meaning and, therefore, no grammatical explanation can be given.  
 

Question Option 

 
1) Take an umbrella __________ it rains 
 

 in any case This means “in ogni caso” 

in case 
 because Would require the future “It will/is going to...” 

for As above 

 
2) I _____________ have coffee than tea. 
 

 like more to The word ‘more’ must precede the word ‘than’ 

prefer Verbs must be joined either with ‘to’ or with ‘ing’ after the 2ns verb 

would rather 
 had better This means “farei meglio” 

 
3) He didn't thank me for my help. That is _____________ annoyed me. 
 

the which No sense 

that which No sense 

the thing that This construction is often used as a subject. 

what 
  

4) I'll have to buy ______________ shoes. 
 

 a This is a singular article 

two ‘Two’, no. ‘Two pairs’, yes. 

a pair of 
 a couple of Can’t be used to describe two of the same thing 

 
5) She looks______________ 
 

 pleasant 
 to be pleasant ‘To be’ can be used after the verb ‘to seem’ 

pleasantly Would have to continue using ‘…at something/one’. 

that she's pleasant No sense 

 
6) When you __________ the furniture, please tell me. 
 

 will finish to move We can’t use the future after ‘when’ 

finish to move ‘Finish’ is always followed by the ‘ing’ form 

will finish moving See 1st point  

have finished moving 
  

7) The reason __________________ I'm writing is to tell you that I won't be coming next week. 
 

because ‘Because’  only answers ‘Why’ questions 

why 
 for Would be correct without ‘I’m’ 

as No sense 

 
8) Don't make him _________it  if he doesn't want to. The construction is “Make somebody do something” 



do 
 to do 
 doing 
 that he does 
  

9) He's ________________ to know the answer. 
 

 
The alternatives would be  
 

likely = E’ probabile che.. 

probable It’s probable that he knows...... 

maybe Maybe he knows...... 

probably He probably knows......... 

 
10) She came _______________ because her car has broken down. 
 

walking No sense  

by foot No sense 

with feet No sense 

on foot 
  

11) That's the man ________________ yesterday. 
 

 which I was talking to We don’t use ‘which’ for people 

what I was talking to We can’t use ‘what’ as a relative pronoun in this case 

I was talking to 
 with who I was talking As an object, we must say ‘with whom’ 

 
12) I've been looking for you _____________ 
 

 everywhere 
 anywhere = Ovunque 

overall = Tutto sommato, nel complesso 

in all places No sense 

 
13) ___________ he was tired, he kept working. 
 

 Even Mising the word “though” 

Yet No sense 

Although 
 In spite Missing “of the fact that...” 

 
14) Send him to the shops __________some bread. 
 

After Nouns, Pronouns and Adjectives we use the infinitive 
 

to get 
 for to get Can’t use the infinitive after a preposition 

that he gets No sense 

for getiing See explanation above  

 
15) Sue is _______________ Jane. 
 

 a lot pretty than We must add ‘er’ to the adjective in the comparative 

a lot prettier that We must use ‘than’ for comparative forms  

much prettier than 
 much more prettier that See 2nd point  

 
16) He didn't know ______________ or go home. 
 

 to wait No sense  

if that he should wait Would be correct without the word ‘that’ 

if to wait When there is a ‘doubt’ we use don’t use the word if + infinitive 

whether to wait 
  
 



17) _________ me ________ 
 

Tell/what is this Not a question  

Tell/what this is 
 Say/what is this See 1st point 

Say/what this is The word after ‘tell’ must be the person 
 

18) If you _______ help you, you only have to ask me. 
 

 want me to 
 want I should No sense  

want that I As above 

are wanting me to Can’t use the Continuous tenses when expressing a condition 

 
19) "I'm going to the theatre tonight" -  "So______" 
 

 will I 
 I will We must invert Subject-Auxiliary in this construction   

do I The auxiliary doesn’t correspond  

am I As above  

 
20) How ____________is it from here to New York? 
 

 long way No sense 

long = Quanto tempo 

far 
 much far ‘Much’ expresses a quantity preceding nouns only 

 
21) I wish I __________ what to do. 
 

The verb ‘to wish’ is always followed by the subjunctive 
(past) tense 

knew 
 know 
 have known 
 would know 
  

22) He likes playing __________ 
 

 the football We don’t use the Definite Article with names of sports 

football 
 at football No preposition used after the verb to play (giocare) 

to football As above  

 
23) My brother, ______________ lives in Denmark, is coming to visit us. 
 

which Which is used to indicate one among many 

that Used for animals and things 

whom ‘Brother’ is not the object of the sentence 

who 
  

24) He's already about __________ his father. 
 

 so tall than This is not a comparative form 

as tall than As above 

so tall as “So.....as” in negative sentences only 

as tall as 
  

25) ____________ him go out if he wants to. 
 

 Allow With this verb we must use the infinitive after the object 

Leave As above 

Let 
 Permit As above  

 


